Figure S1: Differential expression of non-coding probes in breast tumor. Heatmap of non-coding probes with significant expression variation between molecular tumor subtypes (F-test with moderated residual mean squares – limma R library, FDR < 0.05). Clinical data indicate disseminated tumor cell status (DTC, yes = disseminated tumor cells detected, no = not detected); age at onset (Age); histological grade 1, 2 or 3 (Grade); TP53 mutational status (TP53, wt = wild-type and mut = mutated); status of epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (Her2, neg = Her2 negative, pos = Her2 positive); status of progesterone receptor (PR, neg = PR negative, pos = PR positive); and status of estrogen receptor (ER, neg = ER negative, pos = ER positive).